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ABSTRACT 
~ T _he_. A ~n_e~r o_mvrat___or n__ ~e s~ of a~ m × n ,.,,,.~,~. m_~ces  such 
the rank of T (A)  is the rank of A when¢~ the rank of A is k. We show ~ there 
are taonsingnl~ m × m end n × n matriees U mad V respectively such that either 
T(  A ) f UA V for aIl m x n matne~ A , 
or  
m - n and T (  A ) -- UAtV ~or s~l m × m ~ees  A .  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let .~'m.,(F) denote the set ol ~ m × n m_~triees ovvr the aigebmie~y 
closed field F, and let #(A) denote be  ,~n~ ~_~ A We de~,- e ~ ~-~&-~-  
s.-~.::~e~_ to be a i in~ operator T on ~¢t~.,(F) "such t~t  p(A)---~ imff~i~ 
p(T(A) ) -  k. Further, ff T is a rar&-k-pre~__~er, we ~y ~t  T ~r~s~ 
rank-k ma~es .  A linear operator w~e~ is a , , ,  ~ ~ ~ r  ~or each 
k--- I,~,... ,m in(m, n) is ~d]ed a rank ~es~.  
Marem and_ ~oy!s [4] p~v~ ~ ~__e _~o~low~ theorem in i959: 
a range ~ ~  ~ t~e e~ m × m and n × n ~es  U and V, 
O ]~r  Sctenev ~bu._~.~ • r~o,~ c., l~  
~ Vmaderbfi~ A~., New York, ~ 10017 00~7051881~.~0 
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w.smc~vely~ ch &at a&er 
T(A) fUAV f_m. aU A . ,  ,~,.(~:) 
or  
m = n and T(A) = UAtV for all A e .Wm,m(F ), 
where R denotes the transpose of A. 
AL~o in 1959, Marcus and Moyls [5] showed that if T is a rank-1 presvrver 
then T is a rank preserver. Westwick [6] generalized these results to matrices 
over arbitrary algebraically closed fields in 1967. In a series of t~t,~,~ 
appearing between 1970 and 1983, Beasley [1-3] has shown that if T is a 
rank-k-preserver and max(m, n) ~< k + 1, rain(m, n) ffi k, max(m, n) >~ 3k/2, 
or T is nonsingular, then T is a rank preserver (and hence has the form given 
above). This paper extends that result o all k without any restrictions except 
that the field must be the complex field. For easy reference we state: 
TmzoPy.~ 2. If T is a mmangu/ar mnk-k-~resen~ on .$t=.n(F), then T 
is a rank pr~_~._,~° 
Proof. r'~ ! tLJ. [] 
Let E be a set of nonnegative integers; then let ~p. denote the subset of 
.~¢,.,(F) consisting of all matrices A with 9(A) e E. A mbspace of .Km,.(F )
which has only elements of rank k or 0 is celled a mnk-i space. This is 
equivalent to saying that the subspace is a subset of.~{k.o}. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, v~,e will adopt the convention 
that k < m ~ n. '~  causes no loss in generality. Further, we will assume 
that F ffi C, and use the notation ,Win. n to denote ,~f m.,(C). 
IL P I~UMINARY LF~MMAS 
Lzm~ 1. I f  there ex~ a angular rank&-presemer on .M,,,.,, then 
there e~s  a proper subset, G, of {1,S,..., k }, and a m~-k~erver  T 
such that Im T c:_ "~c U {0} and Ker T g .~c. U {0}, where Gc denote, the 
comp~t  of G in {1,2,..., m }. 
F~wf. [& Coro~ ~] and [1, Thrum 9.1(iii)]~ m 
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2. The nmx/mum dimen~%_~n_ of a rank-k subspace of .~(_..~ is a~ 
most m + n -  2k + l. 
e oof. [7]. [] 
LF~'~ux 3. I f  T is an operator on J ,~, ,  ,,vh~ch preserves mnk.k ~ ,  
then KerTG 9~0} =~.  
Proof. Suppose that there is some rank=l matrix m the kernel of T. Since 
T is a rank-k-preserver ff and only T o S is a rank-k-Weserver for all rank 
p~servers S, we may assume without loss of generality that T(Em.t)ffi0, 
where E O is the matrix with a 1 in the (i, ]) position, and zero elsewhere. 
Define K, by 
[ 0~,,_ ~ .[~ 
K, 
Ok'n-k-t+l ] 
for i = 1,2,..., n - k + I. Further, define L, by 
I'0,,= B~, ~ ] Uk, n_k_~ 
for i = 1,2,..., n -  k, where B~ = E n +2E~. +3Ezz + -. .  + /d~,  and let 
[0~_l,n_~+ t I~_~ ] 
oo--,.,-, i" 
Let ~" be the sub~ of Jlm, . generated by the ~)ove ma~ic6~, that 
is, .X:'-({Ki}~-:~+t U {Li ~-kji=l U {C)). First observe that the dimension of 
,= i ,',~-~, + 7C for choice of the a,'s, ~i's, and 7 in C. H 
X is some nonzero e|ement of 5~", then either X is a znultip]e ~ C or so~c ~ 
or ~ is ncn~.  H X is a multiple of C, then p(X) - k - I and p(E,,.~ + X) 
- k, so ~at p(T(X)) -- p(T(E~.~ + X)) - p(E,,.~ + X) -- ~, ~c~ T(E,,.~) -- 
0. ff some ~, or :~ is ~onz~,  the~ ~(X) - ~ or ~(X) -- ~ - I. ff #(X) -- 
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then p(T(X))  = k, while if p(X)  = k - 1 then c h = 0 and hence p(Em, ~ + X) 
- -~  so _that p~(X))ff i~,~Em.~ + X))ffiO(Em,~. + X)ffik. In every case, 
p(T(X)) = ~ whenever X ~ ~ and X ~ 0. Thus, T( .~)  is a rank~ spa~ of 
dimension 2n - gk +'2, a contradiction to. Lemma ,~. [] 
4. If T is a mnkdc~ewer  on ~'m, , then KerT t3 9~ e - £~, 
where E -  {m-k  + 1,..., k}. 
Pw, of. If n >i 3k/2, then KerT = {0} by [3], and the lemma follows. 
Thus we assume that k < m ~< n < 3k/2. 
Suppose that some matrix of rank s > m-  k is in the kernel of T. We 
may assume without loss of generality that 
Define P~, i ffi 1,2,..., n - /c + 1, by 
Om-k,n-k-i+ l ] 
Ok, n_k_i~i 
and define Q~, i ffi 1,g~..., m-  k + 1, by 
[ O s + / - l , k - s  Qt = Ik-s 
L0~-k-,+l,~-, 
Os+i_l,n_k+ s 1 
Ok-s,n-k+s 
Om-k-t+ l,n-k+s 
Now, let JF -- ({ P, ) ~ ÷ 1 U { Q~ } ~ffi~ ÷ l), the subspace of ~fm.. gener- 
ated by the above matrices. Clearly, the dimension of ~f is m + n -  2k + 9.. 
Now ff X ~ dO/', then either p(X)-- k, whenever the expression of X as a 
l ine~ comb~Uon of the Pt's and Q,'s contains a non~ro mu!~ple of ~ome 
P~; P (X) - -  k - s, whenever X contains d nonzero multiple of some Q~ and no 
nonzero mul~p|c of any P~; or X is zero. If P(X)--k then p(T(X))ffi k. If 
p(X)--- k -  s then p(A + X) -  k, anti since T(A) ffi 0, O f f (X ) ) -  p(T(A + 
X)) = k Thus Jf K is a nonzero e|ement of ~gf, T(K) i~ nonzero and of rank 
ko That L% T(~)  is a ~-~ ~pace ~ ~mension ~ + n - 9k + 9, a contrddic- 
~n to Lem~na 90 
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Define @ to be the subspa~ of .~'.,,. of all ma~c~ of t~e form 
where A is k X k. 
t~  u l  
t 
5. I f  T is a singular rank-lc-pr~ewer, then. there ~ a ra~c 
~sm~-r  S such that hnS .  T _ ~. 
Proof. [I, Lemma $.2]. [] 
HI. THE MAIN TIIEOREM 
We sure now reedy to prove the main theorem. For a matrix X and 
mbsequences a and fl of (1,$,..., m } and {I,2,..., n }, respectively, we use 
the notation X[alfi] to denote the submatrix of X on rows a and eo|mnm ft. 
Tszor ,~ 3. i f  T is a mnk.-/c.-fnmert~r on .A' Ir.~ = ~ .~h~ ~h:..,~_ 
m )< m and n )< n ~ U and V ~t~l~ such thag either 
T(A) -UAV 
m = n and T( A ) = UAtV for aU A ~ ._~f ,~,=, 
wh~ve Ag denotes the tm~e of  A. 
PnTof. Suppose that T is a s in~r  rank&-preserver. By {3] we may 
assume that n < 3k/2. By Lenmm 1, we may assume tha~. for some sub~t G 
XerT_c  ou{0} and Note T ]-I 
and onto ~T.  Let 8 ~ ~e ~e~t  ~tege~  G c which is ]~s than k. By 
4, s ~ n~ - k. WRhout ]~ of ~enemlity we may ~Lssume that 
A-- 0 
~ LeROY B. BEAS~.~.Y 
Let ~ be the rankol space ~" = ({Ek+~.k+~}~?~). By Lemma 3, T(H) 
0 for all nonzero H ~ ~.  Also by Lemma 5 we may assume that Im T ___ ~. 
= {o}. 
Let H ~ ~' .  Since T(H) ~ 0, there is some L ~ Im T such that T(L) ffi 
T(H). That is, T (L -  H) -  0. Since the coe~cient of t ~ in the expansion of 
det((~A + L - H)[1,2,..., s, k + 111,2,..., s, k + ~]) is nonzero for some i cor- 
responding to a nonzero entry in H, and since tA + L -  H is in the kernel 
of T, the ~..n.-k of tA + L -  H is at least s + 1 for some t; thin by the choice 
of s, the rank is at least k + 1 for some t. Sin~c the rank of A is s, the 
rank of L - I t  is at least k -~+l  >. . .k - (m-k)+ l f f i2k -m+l> s. Thus 
p(L - H) >~ k + 1. Since p(H) ffi 1, and p(L) ~< k (since L ~ lm T), it tollows 
that p(L) = k, and thus p(T(H)) = p(T(L)) ffi k. 
For ~ -- O, 1,2,..., n - k, define X~ to be 
i0,.~ 0~.~ 0a,,-k-~ "[ 
X~ ffi [Ok,~ Dk 0k.,-k-~ ] 
where 
D k 
"0 -. .  0 ! ! 
: . .  ." I 01 0 . ." ." : 
1 0 . . .  0 
is a k x k matr~. Further, let 
Y = ~0~_,.,_~+~ Dk_ , 0k-,.,_ ~ ], 
I I  
[ 
Nov: if C E ~ and C is nonzero, then either p(C) = k, p((7) -- k - s, or 
C E ~'. If #(C) = k then p(T(C)) ~ k. ~ p(C) = k - s then p(A + C) = k, 
.~ ~d s~n~ T(A  + C) = T(C), p(T(C)) = k. If C ~ ,~, then from the above, 
p(T(C))= h. In ~ny ease, p(T(C))~ k. The, T(,~') is a ra~-k space of 
~enston  2n - 2k + 2, a eon~ct ion  to Lenuna 2. 
Th~'T  m~t  ]be no~~.  App]~ Theore~n ~ ~.o l-~neorem 2 com- 
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